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Abstract

Johann Jacob Bodmer stands at the beginning of a new era that saw the establishment

of major English literary influences in Germany along with the rise of English to

become a language of importance of the European stage.

The particular importance of this eighteenth-century Zurich translator and literary

scholar lies in his translation of a canonical work of English literature, Paradise Lost,

and in his tireless efforts to develop appreciation of this work in the German debate

on aesthetics and translation of the 1730s. Bodmer was strongly opposed by scholars

wishing to establish in Germany the neoclassical aesthetic conventions prevailing in

France, then the hegemonic power in Europe. By overcoming the advocates of French

literary models he paved the way for the widescale translation of English authors such

as Shakespeare, and the adoption of English models.

As a translator, Bodmer advocated norms of faithful translation that deviated from

those advanced for Germany by the advocates of French literary models. This study

explores the origin of the new Zurich ideas, and outlines the extensive debate on

translation conducted in Germany in the 1730s, in which Bodmer and his colleague

Johann Jacob Breitinger overtumed the arguments of Johann Christoph Gottsched and

his supporters. In a number of respects, Bodmer and Breitinger's ideas on translation

can be seen as precursors of the 'foreignising' approach to translation developed by

German thinkers such as Friedrich Schleiermacher at the end of the eighteenth

century.

My study also investigates Bodmer's translation practice in detail, based on analyses

of his German translations of Paradise Lost.It gives particular attention to the way in

which the debates of the 1730s prompted changes in his thinking on translation. Of

especial interest here are his ideas on the translation of metaphor, to which he appears

to have devoted more attention than any thinker before him.

My study applies a new approach to studying translation history currently being

developed by translation scholar Anthony Pym. Pym's 'professional interculture'

ideas focus particular attention on individual translators and groups of translators, and

the importance of their debates and discussions for negotiating translation norrns.
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